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What are Biomass Pellets? 
 
 

 
Biomass pellets are small compressed pellets made from almost any dried plant 
material. They can be made from wood of course, but fields of grass, alder, 
willow, devils club, fireweed, even peat moss or manure will form into pellets 
that can be used for heating or electrical production, and with further processing 
can even be turned into Methanol, otherwise known as race car fuel or wood 
alcohol. Communities can gather this material, dry it, grind it and process it into 
pellets. The pellets can be stored until needed. They are used to produce heat by 
feeding pellets into a special stove that burns them much more cleanly than an 
ordinary wood stove ever could. The raw materials, called the feedstock, are 
harvested with appropriate machinery. Dry material is better, but not always 
available. The bundles of raw material, brush, leaves, grass, trees etc are hauled 
to the pellet plant for processing. The first step is to reduce the feedstock to a 
uniform consistency small enough to feed into the pellet mill. If the feed stock is 
more than a few inches in any dimension you will need to reduce it with a 
crusher or chipper prior to grinding it. . If you are a home user many processes 
listed can be accomplished without the big machines described in this document. 
 

CRUSHER 
 

 
If your feedstock is really big, like logs, limbs etc. you may need to reduce it to thumb sized 
pieces suitable for feeding into a hammermill which generally cannot take such big feedstock. 
The device shown here is actually much larger than it looks. This unit takes logs with a diameter 
up to 12 inches and crunches them into one by three inch chunks. Those chips are then conveyed 
to a pre-drying holding stage to allow as much moisture to evaporate as possible. Usually they 
are stored in buildings called appropriately enough Drying Sheds.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-screening for magnetic material 
 

 
Now that your raw material is as dry as 
Mother Nature will allow, it is time to put 
it onto a conveyor for further processing, 
but a wise investment at this point is to 
first check the feedstock for chunks of 
metal. You’d be surprised at how many 
times a ten penny nail is found in the 
middle of a hundred year old tree. So we 
now put a magnetic separator in line to 
pull the bigger chunks of metal from the 
feedstock. Non-magnetic metals and rocks 
are not filtered here. In fact there is no 
method of effectively removing all the 
rocks the best we can do at this point is to 
put in a vibratory sieve screener that keeps 
the larger chips but lets the rocks and small 
chips fall through for use in the drier 
furnace. Big rocks equal to, or larger than 

the pieces of feed stock are to be avoided at all costs. But there is no way to filter them all. The home user 
doesn’t face this problem. It’s easy for the home user to watch the feedstock and remove the rocks visually.  
 

 

 

 

Fans 
Perforated Floor 

Wood Chips 

Moist Exhaust Air 

Drying Sheds 
Drying sheds or silos with a perforated floor are set up 
to force ambient air through a 3 foot deep layer of 
wood chips by use of fans. As the air moves through 
the chips it dries them to the same moisture content as 
the outdoor air in about 150 hours. This saves 
considerable feedstock that would otherwise be burned 
to dry the material. 

Opaque Greenhouse Roof 
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Hammermill 
 

The conveyor now moves your raw wood chips to the 
hammermill. The hammermill is just a series of steel bars on 
a hinge. They are spun on a central rotor which spins them 
at thousands of Revolutions Per Minute. When they contact 
something hard, like wood or straw or paper, something has 
to give. The industrial hammermill is just a bigger badder 
version of the home/Farm use hammermill. When the plant 
material is struck by the flails of the hammermill you get 
lots of tiny chunks. These particles are battered over and 
over until they are small enough to fit through a screen with 
the desired size holes. If the flails hit solid steel or a rock, all 
hell breaks loose and the sparks fly. Usually the hammermill 
wins this battle, but if it happens to often the flails or 
hammers as they are called will be damaged. Thus the 
importance of the magnetic pre-screening discussed above.  
 
 
 

The Cyclone and Impulse Filter 
 

 
Now that the raw material has been reduced to sawdust, it is ready to 
move to the final drying process. But let’s interrupt our tour to look at a 
very important piece of equipment which in the strictest sense is not 
needed. How did we get from very important to not needed? Here’s the 
story. When you are chipping, grinding, sifting and sorting wood powder, 
or grass powder or grain powder all of which is flammable, there is 
danger. While it doesn’t ignite easily, it will ignite. Furthermore, if you 
get the correct mixture of air to dust it will ignite explosively indoors. If 
an ignition source such as the flipping of an electrical switch or an open 
flame like that found on the dryer furnaces comes into contact with the 

dust cloud in a contained area, like the inside of a warehouse, you get a 
dust bomb. Buddy if you don’t hear anything else I am saying, here this.                 
Contained dust will kill you and your employees. Keep the air clean, 
and keep the piles of dust cleaned up inside your warehouse. A pile of 
wood dust near a door, a shift in the weather and somebody opens the 
door and puff, the wind blows up a cloud of dust and just as suddenly a 
violent explosion. BOOM! So keep it clean. Your plant is not complete 
unless you have several different layers of dust control. The central item 
here is the Cyclone. It operates in a similar fashion to several popular 
bagless vacuum cleaners. The moving column of air which includes the 
dust is pushed or pulled into a chamber with a diminishing diameter. The 
air enters at an angle perpendicular to the exhaust air, it forms a little 
tornado and since air weighs less than dust it is able to spin very quickly 
in the center of the funnel and leave, but the dust is slung by centrifugal 
force against the wall of the cyclone and once free from the fast moving 

air stream, falls down 
the wall of the cyclone 
and exits the bottom. In 
a full size plant there 
will also be impulse 
filters to catch even the 
tiniest bit of dust before 
the air is returned or 
exhausted into the out 
of doors. An impulse jet filter as shown on the left works 
by pulling the dusty air through “socks” made of filter 
fabric. As the dust builds up a “cake” of dust the cleaner 
shuts down its air flow and blasts a jet of air into the sock 
thus inflating it and breaking the cake of dust off. The 
dust falls to the bottom of the filter and the jets cycle off 
and the vacuum process begins again. Now that we have 
“cleared the air” so to speak let’s continue with the 
process of making pellets. The next conveyor moves the 
feed stock to the final drying stage.  
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To Dry or To Mix that is the question.  
 
 

 
Now that your feedstock has been ground to the correct size it is time to dry it slightly 
more than needed for a commercial operation, or to the required 15% moisture content 
for home users. This is probably the most difficult process to handle. You should have a 
good moisture content meter or settle for adding a binder for home or farm users. A 
home or farm user will simply cut his feedstock and store it off the ground and under 
cover until it is thoroughly dried in the pre-drying stage, this may take up to two years. 
But the commercial pellet maker may not have that luxury. In a commercial operation, 
profit and speed is the underlying motivation. So as a commercial operator do you 
actively dry the material, or mix wet material with dry material to achieve the necessary 
moisture content. Let’s look at active drying first, remember you are going to use 
approximately 1% of your raw material to dry the other 99% of the feedstock by 1% of 
moisture content. Thus if you have feedstock with 30% moisture content you will lose 

18% of your feed stock to dry it to 12% MC. Thus your total loss is about 36% when measured by weight because you have lost 18% which is just the 
water you wanted out, plus the 18% used to fuel the dryer. As discussed earlier, the more you let Mother Nature pre dry your material for you, the more 
efficient your process becomes. There are two primary methods of active drying and probably a dozen lesser known and lesser used methods. The 

primary ones I am aware of are the rotary drum style and the air 
suspension or serpentine pipe style. With either style you are 
messing around with hot gasses being mixed with combustible, 
and as earlier described, potentially explosive dust in a confined 
area. While every effort is taken to insure safety, it is still wise 
to separate this process from the other processes and if possible 
put it in a separate building or even out of doors. The most 
popular method of active drying and the oldest and most widely 
used is the Drum Style tumble dryer. It takes a 40 to 60 foot 
pipe that is 4 to 8 feet in diameter and slowly rotates on its 
longitudinal axis. Screens or wires set like paddles on the inside 
walls of the pipe slowly lift a portion of the load toward the top 
of the pipe and pours it through the hot dry air from a furnace 
fired with the feedstock. This allows for uniform drying of each 
particle of feedstock. After a set amount of time the material in 
the pipe works its way from the entry point to the exhaust end 
because of a slight tilt toward the exit end usually it has a 4 to 5 
degree tilt. The temperature and BTU of the furnace coupled 
with the desired quantity of feedstock and amount of moisture to 
be evaporated from the feedstock deliver a formula which 
dictates the specifics for each installation. While the rotary drum 
style of dryer is very efficient, it has a very high price tag to go 

with it. The alternative which costs dramatically less is called an air suspension dryer or 
a serpentine pipe dryer. It consists of one or more furnaces blowing heat and flue gasses 
into a long stretch of 8 to 10 inch pipe arranged in vertical half ovals. The flow of hot 
gasses through the pipe is designed to suspend particles of wood dust in mid air when the 
particles are laden with moisture. As each particle is exposed to maximum surface 
contact with dry warm air, it dries quickly. As it dries it weighs less and is now pushed 
higher in the column of warm dry air. Eventually it falls over the top of the half oval and 
into the next chamber where the process repeats. Once equilibrium is established the 
dryer works very well with very few moving parts and thus has a very high up time 
rating. The drawback is that there is very little selection so far. One ton per hour is the 
largest I have seen. If you want multiple tons per hour you need to sister multiple dryers 
in parallel. If you have more than 30% moisture content you have to either run multiple 
furnaces or run multiple dryers in series. The only other drawback to this type of dryer is 
it must be fed small sawdust that is very uniform in size. The drum dryer is much more 
forgiving with regard to particle size. All things considered the cheap frugal part of my 

nature pulls me toward the air suspension dryer as the best way to accomplish the 
task. But sometimes mixing is a better way. By searching out very dry feedstock and 
mixing it with wet feedstock it is possible to achieve a mixture of different materials 
to accomplish the same goal and eliminate drying altogether. 
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           Mixing, Conditioning and 

Pelletizing 
 
Now that the feedstock is broken down to small sawdust and the moisture content is 
at or below what is needed to make pellets it is time to force them through the pellet 
machine and make some pellets. Let’s assume you have a ton of green softwood like 
pine at 33% moisture content, and a ton of kiln dried hardwood at 7% moisture 
content and you want as many quality pellets as possible from them. You can spend 
time and raw materials to dry the ton of pine which will yield 1345 lbs of pine 
pellets at best. Add moisture and steam to the ton of hardwood sawdust and you get 
2160 lbs of hardwood pellets at best. Your total product is 3505 lbs at best. But mix 
them together and your average moisture content is 15% and you get 4000 lbs of 
pellets. If you are selling your pellets for 200 dollars per ton, you have saved 50 
dollars on these two batches of pellets and saved a good bit of labor by just mixing 
the batches. But do you hear that? That is the sound of the other foot dropping. Each 

feedstock or combination of feedstocks has a peak moisture content factor and a tolerance factor and a range after which no pellets will be produced at 
all. If you can find that peak you can produce pellets at the maximum rate for your equipment and the least energy used to make the pellets. But if you 
don’t mix the products thoroughly one pellet will be great, the next too dry and the next too moist. Think of it like a pancake recipe. Too much or too 
little of any component and you get bad pancakes, also if the mix is not consistent you get lumps of flour or salt, or just lumps of pancake mix if the 
water is not mixed to the correct consistency. So the point is you need to mix your product well or you get garbage out. Consistency, consistency, 
consistency, is the three keys throughout. Consistent size of the biomass particles, consistent type or mixture of materials, and consistent moisture 
content will make for a consistent pellet product. A typical moisture content graph for many wood products on a 200 mm flat plate pellet mill with 

15HP Diesel Engine power is detailed below. 
This data was gathered with a fully pre-heated die 
and a 1mm matt gap with a broken in die and 
roller assembly (More on this later). The die 
plugged up at 11.25% moisture content 
repeatedly. I have no earthly understanding of 
why. It is interesting to note that pellet output 
dropped by nearly 50% when moisture content 
dropped by half of a percentage point from peak 
production at 13.25% MC, but those pellets that 
were produced were rated at 100% quality.  The 
more moisture that was present, the worse the 
pellet quality rating.                                                                                 
 There are two basic types of pellet mills. 
The flat plate pellet mill, which started life as a 
feed pellet machine and through study and 
adaptation has been beefed up to make wood 
pellets, and the ring die pellet mills which are 
much bigger, and heavier and truly designed for 

24/7 pellet production. Each has its own benefits and drawbacks. But before we get into the specifics of 
the pellet mills I’d like to look at the conditioners used on the commercial ring die style pellet mills. 
Final conditioning of the biomass prior to pelletizing is absolutely necessary in a commercial operation 
and would be helpful even in a back yard pelleting operation. Unfortunately I don’t have a good option 
for a back yard conditioner. When I have one you will find it on my eBay store 
http://stores.ebay.com/Apted-Technologies-Inc . So let’s look at why a conditioner is so helpful in a 
commercial operation with a ring die pelletmill.  When a product is being pelletized, it needs to be at a 
set temperature and pressure and moisture content simultaneously for a given amount of time. A 
conditioner can help with this, it is just a screw type conveyor heated with steam to preheat the feed 
stock, a moisture content meter coupled with a PLC computer control system that adds just enough 
steam to bring the feedstock up to the exact moisture content needed to peak the production of the pellet 
mill it is feeding. A home or farm user is well advised to take special care to attempt to copy this 
feature in some fashion. Usually we do it with a back yard cement mixer and a Hotsy steam cleaner 
from Costco and a good moisture content meter. 
 
 

 
 
 

Pellet Mills, the Heart of the Operation: 
 
Now let’s look at the pellet mills in detail. For home use or farm use a flat plate pellet mill is the 
primary means of making pellets. The flat plate mill is a flat plate of steel, approximately an inch 
and a quarter thick that is turned on a spindle with two or three rollers that are usually turned by the 
motion of the flat plate die.  
 
 
 
 

 

KG's Per hour, Pellet Quality vs Moisture Content
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Here is a look down inside the pressure chamber of a flat plate pellet mill, and several different dies for different size pellets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flat Plate Diesel Powered Pellet Mill (typical) 
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Diagram of a typical flat plate pellet mill 
 

 
 
 
 

Flat Plate Pellet Mill Function 
 

Flat Plate Pellet Mills function by trapping particles of wood 
(Biomass) between the drive plate (die) and the driven wheel. The 
wheel should never actually touch the die. A layer of compressed 
wood called the mat coats the die and at each successive pass 
around the die another layer of mat is deposited on top of the other. 
But the tolerance between the top of the die and the bottom of the 
pressure wheel only allows one layer of mat to be left. Only the 
area over the holes in the die can allow multiple layers of mat to 
develop. Over many revolutions of the die the successive layers of 
mat compress further and further into the tapered holes of the die. 
The wheel must not touch the die but depending on the type of 
feed stock and the particle size the best gap may be anywhere from 
a fraction of a millimeter to several millimeters in size. The die 
spins faster at the outer edge than it does near the center. But the 
pressure wheel in most flat plate mills is the same diameter on each 
end and has to spin at the same speed near the center of the die as it 
spins near the outer edge. Thus something has to slip. The mat 
allows the wheel to slip on the die without causing excessive 
damage to either the die or the roller assembly.  It also provides 
the necessary friction to cause the die to heat up to the temperature necessary to cause the lignin to soften in the cellulose molecules of the 
feedstock and to heat the moisture enough to form steam. The steam works as a solvent and working with the pressure of the compression 
forces the lignin to the outer circumference of the pellet. Once the lignin encounters the steel of the die it forms a layer of material similar to 
cling wrap. As the pellet emerges from the die this layer of lignin begins to cool and harden into a plastic shell as I said very similar to 
cellophane which holds the pellet together and gives it a shiny appearance.  
 

Pressure Adjustment screw 
 

Pressure Roller 

Matt or Carpet <1mm 

Uncompressed 
Feedstock 

Increasing Pressure 

Finished pellets 

Lovejoy Coupler 

Die 
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Advantages of Flat Plate Die Pellet Mills: 
 

• Adjusting.. Flat Plate mills are disassembled in a matter of a few minutes, thus maintenance is very easy. More up time, less fuss. 
Changing a die on a flat plate mill is a two minute chore. But on a ring die might cost several hours. 

• Visibility.. to the chamber where the wheel and die are located means you can quickly diagnose low production problems and access 
is quick if you need to make an adjustment.. 

• Die Heating.. because of the slippage caused by the pressure wheel being turned at two different speeds at the same time friction 
heats the die. Production is dependent on pressure, temperature, and exposure time in the die, this extra friction helps heat the die in 
minutes as opposed to a ring die mill which takes much longer. 

• Less cost… Flat Plate mills are smaller and weigh less than ring die mills when comparing equal output this makes them much less 
expensive. Repairs cost less too.  

• Wider Tolerance… Flat plate mills have a wider material tolerance than round die pellet mills (my opinion ). 
 

Disadvantages of Flat Plate Die Pellet Mills 
 

• Higher Maintenance… Due to friction between pressure wheel and die due to differential drive speeds the wheel and die 
must be changed on a more frequent basis than a ring die mill.  

• Not designed for 24/7 operation… the wheel die friction will cause the die temperature to eventually overheat and cause 
damage to the main bearing. They are designed to be inexpensive so they have no over temperature protection or automatic 
lubrication system. If you are going to use them continuously you will need to keep an eye on the temperature and plan on periodic 
shut down / cool down periods.  

• No Conditioner… They do not come with a built in conditioning system like most ring die pellet mills, thus steam 
conditioning of hardwoods (which is often required) is much more difficult.   

 
 

Ring Die Pellet Mills 
 
Ring Die Pellet Mills work by turning a heavy narrow ring of steel with tapered holes drilled through it and extrude biomass pellets through 
those holes by trapping the material between the ring and several pressure rollers riding against the inner side of the ring. 
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Function of Ring Die Pellet Mills 
 

Ring Die Pellet Mills are fed via an integral conditioner which 
sets the temperature and moisture of the feedstock and feeds 
material into the pellet chamber at a controlled rate. Inside the 
chamber the rollers are adjusted to allow a very close tolerance 
between them and the inner wall of the ring die. Usually this gap 
is less than 1 mm but different materials and conditions require 
different gaps. Just like the flat plate mills the rollers compress 
the feedstock into a mat which puts layer after layer of feedstock 
into tapered holes and eventually forces, or extrudes the 
feedstock through the die holes until they come out the other 
side. The lignin is spread out on the surface of the pellets in 
exactly the same manner as the flat plate die. The big difference 
is that the die and roller turn at the same rate and thus there is 
very little friction and much less wear and tear on the die and 
roller. But, there is the sound of the other foot falling again, this 
means that the die heats up very slowly, sometimes taking an 
hour or more to come up to stable operating temperature. Once 
the pellets have been extruded from the die they continue to grow 
until they strike the so called cutter which just bends the fragile 
pellet enough to break it off. There is no cutting involved. The 
cutter should be called the length limiter, or something similar.  
 
 

Advantages of Ring Die Pellet Mills: 
 

• Designed for Industrial Use: 24/7 100% uptimes for months on end is not unusual. They often have fully computerized 
sensors to change the oil, automatically lubricate key points, control the temperature and shut down automatically if key parameters 
are violated so as to limit damage. 

• Less Wear and Friction… Due to the die and roller operating at the same speed there is less friction and thus less power is 
consumed to do the task.  
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Disadvantages of Ring Die Pellet Mills: 
 

• Size, Weight and Price: Ring Die Pellet Mills are very large and very heavy in comparison with the flat plate variety. All that 
extra steel costs money to build, money to transport and extra labor to manufacture resulting in a much higher price tag for ring die 
pellet mills when compared with flat plate mills of similar output. 

• Maintenance: Changing the die and roller in a ring die mill is a major chore, sometimes requiring multiple hours of labor. The die 
is so heavy on some of them that it requires a fork lift or cherry picker to remove or install it. Thus when a die needs to be changed by 
the time it is done and the new die is adjusted and comes up to temperature you could lose an entire 8 hour shift.  

• Visibility: Ring Die Mills are enclosed in such a way that you can not see the chamber. Thus you can only guess what is happening 
that is causing a low production situation. You can lose days troubleshooting an issue which on a flat plate mill you could fix in 
minutes. 

 
 

After Production: Cooling, Grading, and Bagging. 
 

Counterflow Cooler: Now that we have pellets coming 

out of our pellet mill we need to bag them. But the pellets are very hot, soft, 
fragile, and steaming. The steaming means they are releasing moisture, this 
is a good thing. They need to be cooled to room temperature and you want 
to get rid of as much moisture as possible. The simplest method of cooling 
them is to spread them out on a screen or even the floor and let them cool. 
But if you are producing a lot of pellets this becomes a problem. If you cool 
them too quickly, they fracture easily and this leaves a high percentage of 
fines, too slowly, such as putting them in a big heap and the center and 
bottom pellets will not cool for an extended period of time and due to the 
release of esters from the natural resins in the tar and pitch naturally 
occurring in wood could cause a buildup of flammable gasses and a fire or 
even explosion. That’s why the counterflow cooler was invented. It works 
by holding the pellets in a bin and forcing ambient air through the pile of 
pellets and expelling it out of doors. It is called a counterflow cooler 
because the pellets are slowly working their way toward the bottom of the 
bin while the cooling air is moving from the bottom toward the top. 

 
 

Grading: 
Now that the pellets have been produced and 
discharged from the cooler, they are normally 
dropped onto a shaker sieve. This device works 
by shaking, rattling and rolling to vibrate the 
good pellets to the bottom of the sieve, while 
allowing the fines and the cull pellets to fall to a 
conveyor where they are transported back to the 
beginning of the process to be recycled. Nothing 
is wasted. This provides a pretty simple but 
obvious test to see if the pellets are ready for 
sale. If you are doing your job correctly, 95% of 
the material that hits the Grading Sieve will come 
off the bottom as ready to bag pellets. But there 
is no purpose in any further rough handling, from 
this point on the pellets will be handled much 
more carefully. The conveying method is no 
longer a screw conveyor as it can crush some of 
the pellets; instead it will be a bucket conveyor 
which allows them to be gently moved to the 
bagging area without damaging them.  

Bagging: 
Now that the pellets are ready to go we need to package them. The most common practice for 
retail sales is to put them in 40 lb bags. They are easy to carry and easy to pour into the 
stove’s feed hopper. But as is often the case there are some things to consider here. If you 
bag your pellets in plastic bags and they are shipped to a higher altitude, or the temperature 
changes, the bags can “sweat”. Normally most manufactured products use a small bag of 
silica gel crystals which control this issue. However, those bags could become lost in the bag 
of pellets and be dropped into the stoves hopper and end up clogging the stoves auger. A 
better solution seems to be to use fabric bags made from a product called Tyvek or something 
similar. This fabric allows air in, but not water vapor, and more importantly it allows air and 
water vapor to move in the opposite direction. This then, allows your pellets to get dryer and 
dryer and still protects them from some moisture in transportation and warehousing. But you 
need to decide which way to go early on. The sealing part of the bagging station uses heat for 
plastic bags and uses an industrial sewing machine for the fabric bags. The second part of 
this equation is wholesale product packaging. Usually for wholesale products you want to 
bag the pellets into one ton bags or totes. But either way you need an accurate way to 
measure your products.  
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Technical Details and Troubleshooting Problems: 
 
 

Standards and Grading: Let’s discuss the grades of fuel pellets. As discussed earlier a biomass fuel pellet can be made 

of a wide variety of raw materials. The most common of those products is wood. Wood burns well, is widely available for free as a byproduct 
from forestry, land clearing and various furniture and housing manufacturing processes.  While wood makes very good pellets, it is also the 
most difficult material to use while making fuel pellets. Hardwood pellets are the most difficult of the wood pellets to manufacture. 
Hardwoods contain the most moisture when they are green, and once dried and ground to dust they need to be conditioned with steam to 
soften them enough to make into pellets. Softwoods like pine and fur are easier to convert into pellets, they require less conditioning and less 
energy to manufacture. Wood Pellets are now graded in four categories. Super Premium, Premium, Standard and Utility as opposed to the old 
2 grade standards and this is a far better method in my opinion.  While this organization is strictly voluntary, in this author’s opinion, it is the 
best available method of grading pellets. But again in my opinion, it does not include a rating for silica content which is the primary cause of 
clinkers when burning pellets made of grass byproducts like hay, straw and corn stalks. The silica left behind in the ash melts into a form of 
glass closely related to porcelain. This is the biggest cause of stove failure when burning fuel pellets made from grasses and needs to be 
addressed. Even the best available can always be made better.  
 
Here are the standards copied from their website as of 12/15/2008.  
 
For more recent information and testing methods please go to their website at www.pelletheat.org  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Making Pellets for your own use: 
If you want to make pellets in your back yard to heat your own home or maybe several family homes you will not be expected to meet the 
standards listed above. Nor should you be. You just want the basic equipment, as inexpensive as possible, and you want to heat your family 
and friends homes and business reliably, inexpensively, and quickly. So let’s go through the process and how you are going to get the job 
done without breaking the bank. 
First you need the raw materials. So how are you going to get them? What will they be? What is the moisture content? 
 

1. In a worst case you are going to have to gather your own raw materials and haul them home. So at a minimum you are going to need a 
pickup truck or a car with a decent sized trailer. If you already have material, properly dried in your back yard, skip to the next step. 
You may be able to find a tree service that will be happy to deliver a truckload of chips to your house just to get rid of them. Or you 
may have to drive out into the forest and gather limbs and snags (dead trees) free of charge. But be careful as every tree in the forest 
belongs to somebody. Find out who owns the property and get their permission. You can always call me to put up your bail, but I 
don’t like your chances. Ok now you have some wood, or chips or moldy hay, or maybe corn stalks in your back yard so what’s next. 

 

Fuel Property PFI Super Premium PFI Premium PFI Standard PFI Utility 

Bulk Density, LB./cubic foot 40.0-46.0 40.0-46.0 38.0-46.0 38.0-46.0 

Diameter, inches 0.25 – 0.285 0.25 – 0.285 0.25 – 0.285 0.25 – 0.285 

Diameter, mm 6.35 - 7.25 6.35 - 7.25 6.35 - 7.25 6.35 - 7.25 

Pellet Durability Index ≥97.5 ≥97.5 ≥95.0 ≥95.0 

Fines, % (at the mill gate) ≤0.50 ≤0.50 ≤0.50 ≤0.50 

Inorganic Ash, % - See Note 1 ≤0.50 ≤1.0 ≤2.0 ≤6.0 

Length, % greater than 1.50 inches ≤1.0 ≤1.0 ≤1.0 ≤1.0 

Moisture, % ≤6.0 ≤8.0 ≤8.0 ≤10.0 

Chloride, ppm ≤300 ≤300 ≤300 ≤300 

Ash Fusion – See Note 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Heating Value – See Note 1 As-Rec ±2SD As-Rec ±2SD As-Rec ±2SD As-Rec ±2SD 

Fans 

Perforated Floor 

3 foot layer of wood chips 

Drying Trailer, forced ambient air blows through chips, 
not sawdust, and moist air comes out vents in the roof. 
This method dries the chips to ambient humidity in 
about 1 week.  

Sealed walls 

2,   Now you need to dry your raw 
materials in the Pre-drying step. If 
you have logs, cut them into 16” or so 
pieces and split them with a log 
splitter or if you feel like grizzly 
adams, pull out a splitting maul or an 
ax and have at it. If the logs are very 
dry, from some old snag, you are 
ready to grind them up. If it is a green 
tree you will need to stack the wood 
on a pallet to keep it off the ground, 
keep it covered up so rain and snow 
won’t get on it and wait for two years, 
then continue on with the next step. If 
you have green chips from a tree 
service, you should consider building 
a small shed or build walls on a trailer 
and blow air under the pile. Check out 
the drawing to the right. This will 
take about a week to pre-dry a batch 
of chips. In some areas this can 

eliminate more drying altogether. 
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3. Now if you already have very fine sawdust, skip this step. But for the rest of us we need to 
grind the chips or the raw material into sawdust. To do this we need a grinder, and in fact, if 
the limbs and logs are too big we need to saw them up with a chainsaw or a log splitter or 
combination to get the really big stuff small enough to fit into the grinder. The grinder I am 
speaking of is a simple device called a hammermill.  It simply swings steel bars on a swivel at 
the circumference of a rotor turning many thousands of revolutions per minute. When these 
bars run into your dry straw or wood it chips the material and keeps chipping it until it fits 
through a small screen and the sawdust is blown to the next stage. In a commercial operation 
you would then send the sawdust through a dryer, but you and I can’t afford a commercial 
dryer so we make sure to dry the raw material before we chip it into sawdust. In a commercial 
operation the dried sawdust would then be conditioned with a conditioner, again we don’t have 
one of them. So what we are going to do is put our sawdust into an old back yard cement mixer 
and check the moisture content and add enough water to get the moisture content we need. But 
if this is too difficult we will just add a binder. The simplest one is to add 12 parts very dry (6-
8%) sawdust 1 part general purpose flour, and one part water and mix it in the cement mixer 
and then run it through the pellet mill. If you can’t find a hammermill on Ebay, give me a call, 
I build and sell them. They can be operated by electric motor or diesel motor just like the pellet 
mill. . 
 
4. Now let’s get into the details of how to adjust your flat plate pellet mill for best productivity. Your flat plate pellet mill compresses the biomass 
between the pressure roller and the die. In doing so, it pushes biomass particles into the funnel shaped holes in the die and also compresses 
biomass on the top of the die in those areas that don’t have a hole beneath them. This top layer of material is called the mat. This is a very 
important item to understand. The pressure roller is being forced to rotate because it is rolling over the surface of the die. But at the outer edge of 
the die the roller is being forced to rotate at a different speed than it is at or near the center of the die. This means something has to give. If you 
have a good buildup of mat the mat can slip under the pressure roller as necessary. But if you put too little mat down, or worse yet, have metal to 
metal contact between the roller and die you will either cause excessive wear, or more likely, cause a shaft to break in the axel of the pressure 
roller. The best way to assure you have enough mat is to assemble a clean roller and die with a 1mm feeler gage between the roller and die. Then 
tighten the cap bolts and adjust the roller assembly pressure adjustment until it is snug. Mark the adjustment with a grease pencil so you can 
adjust the roller back to this 1mm gap after you pull the feeler gage and get started on your next batch of pellets. It is assumed at this point that 
you have followed the instructions that came with your mill and abraded the die and roller to remove odd bits of metal left over from the forge. If 
the die does not clean up you may need a small wire wheel to hone the interior of the die holes, the smoother the better.  
This 1mm gap is just a starting point. You should get pellets once the 
die is up to temperature. But after 15 minutes or so try increasing  
or decreasing the gap just a little and monitor the output 
production. When the gap is narrowed less power is  
needed to produce the mat and force it into the holes 
however it takes more revolutions of the die to push 
a pellet out the other end but the quality of the  
pellets is better because it is made up of more 
layers of material and this seems to make the 
pellets better probably due to spending more 
time in the forming cylinder as anything,  
on the other hand when you increase the  
gap between the die and roller the load  
 

 
will increase dramatically, you will be able to hear the load building up, but you will also notice more pellet production, but when you examine 
the pellets you will notice that they are of less quality. Therein lies the rub. Do you want more pellets at a cost of more energy used and less 
quality, or less production but better quality and less energy used? If you increase the gap too much you could end up using so much power that 
you stall the drive motor or get so much mat that you lose traction between the roller and die and all production stops, or use so much power that 
you will break the axel in the pressure roller. The other way to ruin a flat plate pellet mill is to reduce the gap sufficiently that the mat disappears 

P 

 

Pressure Roller 

Mat 

die 

Insert feeler gage 
here 

Gap 
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entirely and you end up running a bare roller on a bare die. This 
leads to runaway temperature and since the inside and outside 
edge of the pressure roller are turning at different speeds the 
center shaft of the pressure roller gets overloaded, heat and the 
differential torque causes it to fail. Eventually through trial and 
error and patience you will learn what to look for in the pressure 
bowl and how to take corrective action to fix it.  
Another thing to look out for when making pellets with a flat 
plate pellet mill is to make sure you are not putting too much, or 
too little material into the pressure bowl for the amount of product 
you expect to get out. A good rule of thumb is to make certain 
you can see the top of the rollers, but this too is dependent on the 
material you are pelletizing and its consistency and where you are 
in the heating cycle of the die. In most cases you should plan on 
putting less material in at the beginning of a run and as the die 
comes up to temperature putting more and more material into the 
pressure bowl. After a few hours of running you may notice that 
you are getting even more production than you were earlier. This 
may not be a good thing. Check the quality of the recent pellets 
and see if it is up to your standards. You may find that you need 
to tighten the roller pressure down to improve the quality, while 
reducing the production. Sometimes the wear on the die and roller 
creates more gap on one side than the other and you may have to 
shut down and re-calibrate the gap as it will be different on the 
inside edge than on the outside edge. Sometimes the long running 
time will simply vibrate one of the adjusting screws lose. When 
this is the case, just refer to the grease marks you put on the 
adjusting screws to get them back where they need to be.  
A knowledgeable operator will be able to find the correct 
combination of pressure, heat, time, and moisture content to make 
pellets in pretty short order. You however are not yet a 
knowledgeable operator. Think of it like being a master chef, or 
being a barbeque dad. Only time and experience will make you 
really good at picking the combination for making pellets out of 
anything. But if it is too frustrating, don’t beat yourself up, take 
the easy way out and make some hamburger helper. Find an 
additional binder, make pellets, and warm your families’ house. 
You don’t need perfect pellets to warm your house. 

Additional Binders:  It may be that the raw 

materials you are using don’t have sufficient lignin to pellet 
within the range of your pellet mill. There are a lot of different 
binders in use in the pellet industry, but depending on the 
intended use of your pellets, they may not be appropriate.  Some 
binders used to make feed pellets will not work for fuel pellets as 
they may interfere with the combustion process or cause 
emissions that harm the environment. Likewise some pellet binders used to make fuel pellets may cause injury if fed to an animal. Some additives 
used in making pellets are not really binders, they are fillers just used as bulk to stretch the primary ingredient which might be expensive. An 
example of this is mixing straw dust with barley flour or oat flour to give extra bulk to an animal that needs fewer calories in his diet. This is 
commonly considered a binder, but it is really filler. Some binders are used more to lubricate the die and make the pellets pop out the other side 
due to the hardness or consistency of the raw material. A good example of this is hardwood sawdust that you don’t have a way to condition with 
steam. Just add some corn meal flour or raw grape seeds or distillers grain and those pellets pop out of the die like you dosed it with ex-lax. A 
constipated pellet mill is an unhappy pellet mill.  
As a general rule of thumb, if the amount of binder you use is less than 1 part binder to 10 parts raw material you are using a binder. But if the 
ratio is higher, you are mixing a filler to increase productivity or to lubricate the material as it passes through the die thus it’s not a binder, it is 
filler or a lubricant. Some of the most common binders are Molasses, distiller’s grain, starch, corn meal, flour, or gluten. If you run across 
leftovers from an agricultural or vegetative process and it is sticky, or oily, it is worth trying it out as a binder, filler, lubricant or solvent. If you 
are adding water, you are not adding a binder, you are adding a solvent. When it is heated up sufficiently it turns into steam and the steam helps 
to distribute the natural lignin in the raw material to the outer circumference of the pellet, and when it dries produces a shiny shell that encases the 
pellet and gives it strength. 

Pellet mill materials: The vast majority of the materials in a pellet mill are die cast “pot metal” which is heavy but not 

terribly high quality steel. The exception to this is the bearings, gears, die and rollers. Since the die and rollers are consumable parts which must 
be replaced periodically you need to know and understand what effect different materials have on your finished product. Each different material 
used has advantages and drawbacks. The die and rollers must be strong to withstand the huge forces involved, corrosion resistant to withstand the 
chemicals that they will be exposed to not to mention abrasion resistant and temperature tolerant, all this while being highly productive with a 
wide range of feedstocks and inexpensive enough to provide value.  

Carbon Steel: This seems to be the best all around product to use when making the dies and rollers in my opinion. It is very strong 

and resistant to abrasion. It contains less than 2.1% carbon and due to its strength will often resist breakage even when exposed to terrible neglect 
or abuse. It also retains its strength even when at pretty high temperatures. However, it does not polish up well. It is susceptible to rust and 
therefore pellets don’t release as easily as many other die materials. Due to these facts you have to run a highly abrasive but well lubricated 
material thru the mill to “break in” the die and roller prior to first use. I always recommend that a loose, low density slurry of your raw material 
be run through the die when you are finishing up for the day as well. The excess oil prevents moisture, thus rust, and the extra lubrication makes 
it easy to start the process up again the next day. Remember a constipated die is an unhappy die.  If you shut down for the day and leave the die 
holes plugged the steam trying to escape will be trapped up next to the die holes and rust into position overnight. You will have to drill out the die 
and you will not be a happy camper I promise. Another drawback to using a carbon steel die is that it does not produce as much product per hour 
as other materials do. The rougher finish, in combination with the rusting characteristics increases resistance as the feedstock passes through the 
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die. But this also means the die comes up to temperature more quickly and your pellet quality is noticeably better. In balance the longer life of 
carbon steel, combined with their much lower cost makes the carbon steel die the best all around material for the die and roller no matter the 
feedstock in my opinion.  

High Chrome Steel Dies: provide the best corrosion resistance I have seen. This corrosion resistance means the holes will 

maintain a highly polished appearance and present very low resistance to the raw material as it passes through the die. This means you don’t get 
plugged dies even when you put the mill to bed without a shutdown procedure. But since there is lower resistance the temperature does not come 
up as quickly and you will need to use a thicker die to achieve the same quality as a Carbon Steel die. Due to the high chromium content and the 
extra thickness the high chrome dies cost a ton more than the carbon ones do. Because of the reduced resistance and increased thickness the high 
chrome dies may take up to 45 minutes of running time to get them up to temperature. But due to that same slippery nature it is far less likely to 
become plugged during the warm up due to too much material being fed before the die reaches optimum temperature. Once you get through these 
problems however, the high chrome die poops out the pellets like crap through a Christmas Goose. But I am too cheap to cough up the dough for 
a high chrome die and too impatient to wait through the warm up period. 

Stainless Steel Dies: also provide very good corrosion resistance and pretty good wear resistance. Stainless dies work pretty 

well for a lot of different feedstocks as well. But again, due to the decreased friction as material is pushed through them, you need to increase the 
thickness and also increase the warm up time to compensate. Cheapskate that I am, the cost of a stainless die is just too much for me, and once 
again, the long warm up times are beyond my patience limit. 
 

Establishing Moisture Content: 
 
By now you understand that knowing and setting you moisture content is very important. But how will 
you measure and modify it. If you are a commercial operator coughing up a 500 dollar moisture content 
meter is no big deal. If you can afford a good quality moisture content meter, go ahead and get it. It will 
save you the purchase price in time and effort over and over again. However for the cheapskates like 
me, there is always another way.  
Get a metal container that will not catch on fire. Weigh the container empty. 
 Fill the container with 1kg of your feedstock with the unknown moisture content. Thus your 
container now weighs the weight of the empty container plus 1kg. (use only KG  and grams, not 
pounds and ounces, the math is just plain easier that way) the finer the resolution of the scale the better. 
If possible get a scale with a resolution of a tenth of a gram.  
 Put your can of sawdust in the oven at a low heat, something like 200 degrees, maybe less. You 
want it hot, but not hot enough to smoke or catch fire. Every 10 minutes re-weigh the can of sawdust 
and log the weight. When you get three measurements without any weight loss you are there. Zero 
Moisture content. Now take the zero moisture content weight in grams and subtract the weight of the 
container.  
This gives you your dry material weight. Let’s say it is 670 grams when it is dry.  
Subtract the 670 grams from 1000 and your answer is 330 grams. Drop the zero and this means you 
have 33% moisture content in your raw material. In other words 330 grams of your original 1000 grams 
of feedstock was water. You will either need to dry your feedstock to remove 18% weight, which is 
water weight, or add very dry material to it in order to get to the 15% moisture content you normally 
want to start with.  

 
This is also a very good method to calibrate your moisture meter if you own one. Simply use the lowest density scale on the meter and adjust the 
zero adjustment while holding the meter in position over your raw feedstock and adjust for a reading of 33%. Then hold it over the feedstock that 
has 0% moisture and compare. Do this on each density setting and use the density setting that comes closest for all your future readings. Don’t 
expect perfection. Moisture content isn’t an exact science. When in doubt, use the oven method. It will always be the most accurate method. 
 Well, there you have it. Everything I know about making pellets. There is much more to figure out, but it is mostly about different products 
being pelletized. There are literally millions of different product combinations that may be valuable when pelletized. If you find a good 
combination that makes good pellets please send it to me and I will include it in a recipe or formula book. I am going to compile as many recipes 
as I can and make a book of them. I would love to try out your recipes and share them with others. A recipe is only valid if it is reproducible.  If 
you find a combination that works well, you might also consider keeping it a trade secret. Many people think this way. But for me, I want to 
disclose all recipes to as many as possible. If you have any suggestions or find any mistakes in my work, please bring them to my attention. 
 
Thanks for your patronage. Go make pellets, change the world. 
 
Dan Apted 
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Check out all my Pellet Production Products on eBay at: 
 
http://stores.ebay.com/Apted-Technologies-Inc 
 
 
 
 

Now for a shamelessly self 

serving sales pitch. 
 
If you are thinking about putting together an inexpensive commercial pellet mill just to “Get Started” let me throw cold water on your plan. It won’t 
work. The small home use or farm use machines I sell for less than $10,000.00 are just fine to make your own pellets for heating your home, your 
business or your mother-in-laws house. But they are not commercial grade industrial devices that will make you money in the long run. You might 
learn a little by buying a small set up and working your butt off trying to make a ton of pellets per day. But you will probably not make enough to feed 
yourself and save enough to buy a bigger plant later on down the road. Bite the bullet and go for at least a 1 ton per hour plant. The equipment like the 
Model pictured below will work day in and day out for years and you may be able to feed your family and actually save enough to buy a bigger or a 
second plant six months or a year down the road. It costs about the same as buying a new Semi Tractor rig.  I have sold a lot of the smaller plants and I 
know what I am talking about. Think of this commercial plant as a trucker would consider a new Truck. You can haul a lot of freight with a pick up 
truck. But you won’t be able to compete with a guy with a new Freightliner. And the small plants are like the pickup truck. They are not built for 
commercial use hauling tons of freight. Now check out the model below which will run about $125,000.00 for the equipment and installed, turnkey in 
your building you should plan on $165,000.00 ready to start business on day one. This unit will produce 24 tons per day and expenses should average 
about 1285.00 per day. Thus this plant in a standard situation might pay for itself in four to six months, and it is designed to do the job, 24-7-365. If 
you want to do an industrial job, get industrial equipment. If you want to make pellets for yourself, go to the bottom ad, that’s the hot setup for a home 
user. And at 6500.00 for the hammermill and the pellet mill delivered almost anywhere, they will pay for themselves in about 30 days of use. 

 
The two items below, shipped to most US or Canadian addresses is only ~6500.00 US Dollars 

 

 

 


